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1. Introduction

As research in prosthetics explores the use of improved sensory feedback techniques1 and

control methods,2 the capabilities of prostheses are becoming more comparable to biological

limbs. This development process, guided by prosthetic device users,3 is gradually leading to

a feeling of embodiment in which the user sees the prosthetic device as being a part of their

own body.4

The embodiment of prosthetic devices clearly has strong advantages for amputees, allow-

ing for better integration of the device, a more natural use of prostheses,5 and minimizing

the sense of difference associated with the use of a prosthetic device.6 However, a fully em-

bodied prosthesis raises potential ethical concerns linked to the design and development of

such devices, which we explore in the following section.

2. Proposed Research Questions

Although there are a number of valid ethical concerns which apply to prosthetic devices

generally (for instance privacy, governance, and human enhancement technologies), we focus

here on topics specifically related to the embodiment of prostheses and identify two research

questions for further investigation:

‘Does embodiment lead to overtrusting the prosthetic device?’ Both embod-

ied and non-embodied prosthetic devices could be beneficial to amputees,7 with embodied

devices providing a more natural and seamless experience in activities of daily living.5 How-

ever, these fully embodied devices do not necessarily have the same material properties or

functional capabilities as a biological limb. If the user feels that the device is corporeal,

they may rely on it in situations where it does not meet their needs. For instance, in an

emergency situation, the user may use the artificial limb for quick, accurate grasping which

may be beyond the current functional capabilities of the device and could result in harm to

the user. This phenomenon could be close to occurring in current neural prostheses, with

users finding these can provide ‘the functional and psychosocial experience of having a hand

again’.5 Therefore, it is important to find a balance between improving the functionality of

the device and increasing the feeling of embodiment, such that the trust in the device is at

a level which reflects its functional capabilities.

‘Should a feeling of pain be included in embodied prosthetic devices?’ Ad-
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ditionally, there is a question of how faithful to biology prosthetic designs should become

to achieve a feeling of embodiment. The sense of nociceptive pain clearly has evolutionary

advantages in biological systems, functioning as a warning signal for potential harm. Arti-

ficial prosthetic devices could employ a similar pain mechanism to signal possible damage

to the device or an imminent danger to the user. A recent study has demonstrated how

such feedback could be implemented in an electronic skin integrated within a prosthetic

hand.8 However, these kinds of devices lead to ethical issues around the concept of inflicting

painful stimuli to users, which could even be seen as a violation of the Hippocratic oath.

The risks linked to potential malfunctioning are also particularly high with these devices,

since painful signals could accidentally be delivered to the user in non-harmful situations,

creating an artificial feeling of chronic pain. Conversely, a fully embodied device with no

pain signalling raises issues to do with possible over-reliance or overtrust in the device. The

lack of pain feedback in these devices increases the chances of the user unknowingly being

in a dangerous situation. The asymmetry between artificial and biological limbs could also

produce confusion in emergency situations, leading to possible harm to the user as well as

damage to the prosthetic device. A lack of pain would also make the device more likely to

be used for malicious reasons, such as harming others. It could in effect become a kind of

embodied tool, with the high levels of feedback and control associated with human limbs,

yet without the limiting pain signals.

Current and future research in prosthetics is likely to raise ethical concerns regarding

the embodiment of devices. We have proposed two research questions to help guide the

development and use of embodied prostheses: ‘Does embodiment lead to overtrusting the

prosthetic device?’ and ‘Should a feeling of pain be included in embodied prosthetic devices?’.

These questions are essential to the development of ethically safe and trustworthy embodied

prosthetic devices.
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